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A diverse range of tectonic regimes can be observed on the sur-
face of terrestrial planets and moons across the Solar System. 
These different tectonic behaviours are the surface expres-

sion of their interior dynamics, which are mainly driven by cool-
ing from the top and different interior heat sources. These include 
primordial heat left from the accretion and differentiation of the 
body, radioactive decay of heat-producing elements (HPEs) and 
tidal heating1. Surface tectonics and magmatism control the trans-
port of heat from the interior to the surface2. Many terrestrial bod-
ies, such as Mercury, Mars and the Moon, show little or no evidence 
of surface motion, probably because they are covered by a thick and 
non-yielding lithosphere (the stiff topmost layer of rocky bodies). In 
these cases, heat is mostly lost by conduction across the thick lid in 
an inefficient way, leading to low heat flows3,4. Very differently, the 
Earth is characterized by significant surface motion of lithospheric 
plates that are continuously formed, cooled and recycled back into 
the mantle. This regime is known as plate tectonics and is character-
ized by high average surface heat flow, predominantly concentrated 
along constructive plate boundaries where plates form, which leads 
to efficient planetary cooling2. There is, however, an example of a 
terrestrial body with a higher surface heat flow than the Earth but 
without the presence of plate tectonics: Jupiter’s moon Io5, which is 
heated mainly by tidal interactions with Jupiter6. Heat is lost from 
its interior through volcanic channels that cut the lithosphere and 
transport material and heat to the surface. This volcanic-eruption-
driven regime is known as the heat-pipe mode, and it is thought to 
be one of the most efficient modes of cooling internally convecting 
rocky planets and moons7–9.

Intrusive versus extrusive magmatism
Numerical models of global mantle convection have been employed 
for some decades to study tectonic regimes active on Earth and 
other terrestrial bodies (for a review, see the introduction of ref. 10). 
These thermal convection models have brought significant insights 
into the physical parameters controlling the global tectonic regimes 

of different celestial bodies, but have usually neglected thermal and/
or compositional effects related to mantle-derived magmatism and 
crust production. Only over the last decade have numerical mod-
els started to systematically take into account magmatic processes, 
which have a critical role in differentiating the mantle. These pro-
cesses happen when the temperature of a rock exceeds the solidus 
temperature, and consequently partial melt is generated. This gener-
ated melt has a different bulk composition from the source rock. In 
addition, trace elements, some of which produce heat by radioactive 
decay, are generally incompatible and therefore partition into the 
melt and are transported together with it11. When melt crystallizes 
at the planetary surface, the newly formed rock is strongly radio-
active, which affects the dynamics of the lithosphere and enhances 
surface heat loss12–15. This geochemical effect is missing in simpli-
fied thermal convection models, but it may play a critical role for the 
planetary cooling and evolution. Thermo-magmatic mantle con-
vection models allow self-consistent modelling of HPEs transport. 
Furthermore, in recent years, this new type of model has helped 
in the understanding of some features of plate tectonics13,16,17, and 
potentially early Earth9 and Venus18. However, they still employed 
a simplified approach, by assuming that magmatism is completely 
extrusive (volcanic) (that is, the heat-pipe mode). Yet, field studies 
on Earth observe that volumes of intruded magmas are 4–9 times 
larger than those of erupted magmas19,20. On Venus, there is also 
extensive evidence of crustal plutonism (that is, intrusive magma-
tism) possibly fed by mantle plumes21, in the form of hundreds 
of corona and 64 nova structures22–24. Thus, intrusive magmatism 
could potentially play a greater role than volcanism in the dynamics 
of the lithosphere and the mantle of rocky planets and moons, and 
must be taken into account when modelling their long-term evolu-
tion and cooling histories.

Motivated by these observations, recent modelling studies have 
focused on the effects of intrusive magmatism by varying the erup-
tion efficiency in global models of thermo-magmatic mantle con-
vection25. The results showed that plutonism could indeed play a 
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crucial role in the dynamics of the lithosphere by warming and 
softening the planetary lid and thereby triggering lithospheric 
dripping and delamination. Furthermore, intrusive magma-
tism creates localized lithospheric-scale weak zones that separate 
strong plates. This recently discovered tectonic regime, named 
the plutonic squishy lid regime, can explain the formation of pri-
mordial tonalite–trondhjemite–granodiorite continental crust on  
early Earth25.

In this study, we focus on the influence of intrusive magmatism 
on planetary cooling. We investigate the effects of eruption versus 
intrusion efficiency and partitioning of HPEs into the melt phase 
on lithospheric dynamics, surface heat flux and the overall state of 
the mantle, in a rocky body that does not experience subduction 
in its entire history. We compare the results to those of previous 
studies considering 100% eruption efficiency (that is, heat-pipe) 
and no partitioning of HPEs9,17 and demonstrate that the effects of 
magmatism are even more dramatic and paradoxical than previ-
ously thought.

We perform numerical simulations of thermo-magmatic man-
tle convection with spontaneously growing basaltic crust using 
the code StagYY26, which allows variable eruption efficiency and 
radioactive element partitioning. Furthermore, StagYY takes into 
account phase transformations (including eclogite formation) in 
the crust and mantle, as well as mantle buoyancy caused by deple-
tion induced by the removal of basaltic melt. All simulations incor-
porate realistic rheological and physical parameter values17, and 
span 4.5 Gyr of core and mantle evolution in a two-dimensional 
spherical annulus geometry27. A large lithospheric yield stress 
(300 MPa) is imposed to avoid yielding and plate tectonics, mak-
ing the model appropriate for most convecting bodies of the Solar 
System (in particular Venus and Io). We investigate the impact 
of several parameters. First, we investigate convective vigour, 
changed by systematically testing different reference viscosities 
(see Methods): 1020, 3 ×  1020 and 1021 Pa s. These values are consis-
tent with previously published viscosity depth profiles resulting 
from joint inversion of the geoid and postglacial rebound data28,29. 
Second, we investigate eruption versus intrusion efficiencies. In 
our simulations, melt generated above the depth of neutral buoy-
ancy (prescribed as ~300 km for models simulating the Earth) is 
partly extruded to the surface, where it forms basaltic crust with the 
surface temperature, while the rest is intruded warm at the base of 
the crust (see Methods). Thus, all of the transported melt is either 
extruded or intruded, and none is left behind. In this study, erup-
tion efficiencies of 0, 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 90 and 100% are tested. 
These values are predefined and are kept constant for each simula-
tion. In nature, extrusion efficiencies are likely to evolve with time 
because they are the result of migration processes that depend on 
the structure of the lithosphere and crust. One alternative for deal-
ing with magma migration in a more realistic way would be solv-
ing permeable flow in the solid mantle by employing two-phase 
flow physics30–35. However, this approach requires computationally 
expensive calculations that cannot simulate long geological times-
cales, on the order of billions of years, as needed in this study to 
investigate planetary evolution. Therefore, employing fixed values 
for extrusion efficiency is a convenient simplification, which allows 
for the exploration of a wide-ranging number of scenarios. Third, 
we investigate partitioning of HPEs between solid and melt, which 
is given here by = ∕D C Cpart solid melt, where C is the concentration of 
the element in question. In the present work, we consider four dif-
ferent values for Dpart: 1, 0.3, 0.1 and 0.01. Trace elements that have 
heat-producing isotopes, such as thorium, uranium and potassium, 
tend to enter the melt phase, which means that lower values for 
Dpart are in better agreement with observations11. For clarity of read-
ing, we should mention that, by definition, a lower Dpart implies a 
stronger partitioning of HPEs. The partition of HPEs is expected to 
affect planetary heat losses36,37.

Effects of eruption efficiency
Figure 1 shows the remarkable effects of different eruption efficien-
cies, partitioning of HPEs and reference viscosities on the upper-
mantle temperature (averaged over a 200 km window below the 
lithosphere), the average crust thickness, the harzburgitic enrich-
ment at 1,500 km depth and the basal layer thickness above the 
core–mantle boundary (CMB). These quantities are averaged over 
the last 500 Myr of the evolution of the planet, that is, from 4 to 
4.5 Gyr (present-day). Figure 1a–c demonstrates that high eruption 
efficiencies and weak partitioning of HPEs lead to higher internal 
temperatures, and are therefore less efficient at cooling the mantle. 
The fact that high eruption efficiencies are not more efficient at cool-
ing the mantle is a surprising result, as heat-pipe volcanism instan-
taneously (on geological timescales and in our simulations) cools 
down erupted magmas to the surface temperature. This effect is less 
pronounced for strong partitioning of HPEs and lower reference 
viscosities. Figure 1d–f shows that the crust thickness increases with 
increasing eruption efficiency. In the heat-pipe regime, simulations 
without partitioning of HPEs can grow a crust as thick as 250 km. 
The same simulations have the highest internal temperatures, as can 
be seen in Fig. 1a–c. Indeed, a very thick lithosphere insulates the 
upper mantle from the surface, preventing efficient cooling, even in 
the heat-pipe mode. Lower Dpart values lead to stronger partitioning 
of HPEs into the crust, which results in a warmer crust and there-
fore thinner crustal thicknesses (Fig. 1d–f). Finally, lower reference 
viscosities limit crustal thicknesses by convective erosion of the bot-
tom of the lithosphere2. Even in such cases, high intrusion efficien-
cies have a dominant role by further thinning the crust.

Figure 1g–i depicts the state of internal depletion (absence of 
basaltic material) at mid-mantle depths. In general, high eruption 
efficiencies and weak partitioning of HPEs strongly deplete the 
mantle. The causes for this are that heat-pipes form both a thick 
crust where basalt/eclogite is stored, and a cold lithosphere that pre-
vents crustal recycling. As previously mentioned, HPEs partitioning 
into the melt (and therefore into the formed basaltic crust) decreases 
the thickness of the crust by making its erosion easier, which results 
in a higher enrichment of eclogite in the mantle. Finally, Fig. 1j–l 
shows the thickness of the basal layer above the CMB. This layer is 
formed by accumulation of basaltic material that drips from the bot-
tom of the crust. Basal layers are thicker for low eruption efficien-
cies, as plutonism keeps the crust warm and constant drips can form, 
bringing part of the material to settle at the CMB. Lower reference 
viscosities also lead to thicker basal layers, as material is reprocessed 
faster. Therefore, with time, larger volumes of basaltic material settle 
above the CMB. This process also explains the exception in the trend 
in Fig. 1g, where the mantle is depleted for low reference viscosity 
and low eruption efficiencies: so much material settles at the CMB 
that the mantle gets very depleted as the planet evolves. However, 
it should be noted that the thickness of the basal layer strongly 
depends on the basaltic density anomaly in the lowermost mantle, a 
parameter that remains an upper bound in our study38.

It seems plausible for a heat-pipe regime to be exceptionally effi-
cient at releasing heat, due to high eruption efficiency transporting 
heat from the interior directly to the surface. Paradoxically, we show 
that warm intrusive magmatism can lead to even more efficient 
mantle cooling. This surprising result is made intelligible in Fig. 2,  
which illustrates the differences between intrusive and eruptive 
magmatism on a global scale. The top plot (Fig. 2a) displays the 
various contributions to the total heat flow (averaged over 4.5 Gyr 
of evolution) as a function of the eruption efficiency. In the most 
extreme cases, where partitioning of HPEs is inefficient, fully intru-
sive magmatism doubles the total surface heat flow compared to 
fully extrusive (volcanic) magmatism. This result illustrates how 
strong plutonism can enhance vertical heat conduction through the 
lithosphere. However, 100% intrusive magmatism might be unreal-
istic, as some degree of volcanism is generally observed in terrestrial 
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bodies. A more reasonable situation can be seen around 10 to 30% 
eruption efficiency19, where the heat flow increases by 10 TW maxi-
mum. This is, nevertheless, a very significant increase of heat flow 
that has the potential to cool down the mantle by more than 300 K 
in 4.5 Gyr, in the absence of radioactive heating. The time evolution 
for various fields of the endmembers shown in Fig. 2a is presented 
in Supplementary Information.

To understand the paradoxical increase of cooling efficiency of 
plutonic versus volcanic magmatism, the thermo-compositional 
structure of the upper mantle needs to be analysed. Figure 2b,c illus-
trates the thermo-compositional states of intrusive- (Fig. 2b) and 
eruptive-dominated (Fig. 2c) mantles and the processes that lead to 
those states. Figure 2b shows that when warm basalt is intruded at 
the base of the crust, the lithosphere becomes warmer and softer. As 
a consequence, large basaltic blocks transformed into dense eclog-
ite are delaminated into the mantle. The lithosphere is kept thin, 
and conductive heat flow is therefore high, which generates cold 

downwellings. Moreover, the mantle remains enriched in the basal-
tic component due to constant eclogitic drips and delaminations. 
This re-fertilizes the depleted upper mantle and thus enhances the 
potential for further melting without increasing mantle tempera-
ture (as the solidus temperature of fertile pyrolitic mantle is lower 
than that of a depleted harzburgitic one), allowing warm magma to 
keep being intruded at the base of the crust, even though the planet 
is cooling very efficiently. This thermo-compositional feedback 
leads to very effective heat loss. In contrast, Fig. 2c shows a heat-
pipe regime where a thick, cold and stable crust is built by erup-
tive magmatism together with low partitioning of HPEs. Due to 
little crustal recycling, the upper mantle becomes strongly depleted 
(that is, harzburgitic in composition) and further melt production 
requires a significant mantle temperature increase. This explains 
why the internal temperature rises above the pyrolite solidus, repre-
sented by a dashed red curve in the schematic temperature profiles. 
Since the top boundary layer is very thick, the absence of strong heat 
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conduction prevents vigorous cold downwellings from forming. It 
is interesting to observe that, in the heat-pipe case, heat is extracted 
by repeated re-melting and eruption of the base of the crust/litho-
sphere. The depleted upper mantle slowly warms the crust from 
below without significant mass exchange between the crust and the 
mantle. We therefore predict a very limited mantle signature in vol-
canic magmas in a heat-pipe scenario.

Figure 2d,e depicts the final state of part of the domain of our 
numerical simulations after 4.5 Gyr of evolution, for the endmember 
scenario with no partitioning of HPEs. The mantle is much colder 
in the intrusive case in Fig. 2d (blue upper mantle and apparent dark 
downwellings) than in the eruptive case in Fig. 2e (black–red upper 
mantle, few reddish downwellings). The difference in lithospheric 
thicknesses between the two cases is striking and, when plutonism 
is considered, the basalt/eclogite component is much more abun-
dant in the entire mantle, which is therefore more fertile.

However, it should be mentioned that, for strong partitioning of 
HPEs, the endmembers shown in Fig. 2b,c tend to be more similar 
because HPEs in the crust warm it up and ease its recycling into the 
mantle. The different regimes possible in a rocky body, depending 

on the eruption efficiency and Dpart, are shown in Fig. 3. For low 
eruption efficiencies, a plutonic squishy lid is expected with dynam-
ics as shown in Fig. 2b. For high eruption efficiencies, two modes 
are possible, depending on the partitioning of HPEs. If Dpart is low, 
the crust is thinner and efficient eruption leads to effective cooling. 
On the other hand, high Dpart values lead to a very thick crust (which 
may reach the depth of neutral buoyancy) and a depleted upper 
mantle. Since eruption cannot proceed efficiently, melt will accu-
mulate beneath the crust and heat-pipes cannot be maintained. This 
results in less efficient cooling. We expect that the existence of these 
different regimes for different planetary bodies depends on their 
composition and surface conditions. For example, a planet closer 
to its star or with a very insulating atmosphere (such as Venus) is 
expected to have a more ductile lithosphere, which leads to higher 
degrees of intrusion and therefore to a plutonic squishy lid regime. 
On the other end, a planet far from its star is more likely to have a 
cold surface, leading to a stiff lithosphere and therefore high erup-
tion efficiencies due to the dominance of vertical magma transport 
along upward-propagating fractures and dykes in the cold brittle 
crust35,39. Whether the active regime is heat-pipe or thermo-compo-
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sitional runaway will be determined by the partitioning efficiency of 
HPEs, which can vary from planet to planet depending on tempera-
ture, pressure or oxygen fugacity40. Io, for example, should experi-
ence a heat-pipe regime and not a thermo-compositional runaway 
because its surface heat flux is high. This distinction is important 
because, as shown in this work, the final thermal and compositional 
states of the planet can be very different.

A new paradigm of planet cooling and evolution
The present work shows that the impact of intrusive magmatism on 
the long-term dynamics of terrestrial planets and moons is much 
more important than previously expected. Furthermore, the parti-
tioning of heat-producing isotopes can impact the tectonic regime 
in a rocky body. We demonstrate that the mode of magmatism has 
to be considered to fully understand the evolution of terrestrial 
bodies that never experienced long-lasting plate tectonics, and that 
intrusive magmatism is able to cool the mantle more efficiently than 
eruptive magmatism. The latter point demonstrates the insulating 
effect that a heat-pipe regime can have if the crust is not thinned by 
the presence of HPEs in sufficient concentration. These results have 
severe implications for the study of the evolution of, for example, 
Venus, Io or the Archaean Earth. For example, our results show that 
the plutonic squishy lid regime is characterized by high surface heat 
flux, which is thought to be the case in the Archaean Earth41. If this 
is the case, and a plutonic squishy lid operated in the early Earth, 
then we can expect fast cooling of the Earth, which has implications 
for the time of initiation of plate tectonics: plate tectonics needs a 
lithosphere thick, cold and dense enough to initiate subduction and 
keep it self-sustaining42.

The main lessons of this study can be summarized as follows: 
intrusive magmatism and a strong partitioning of HPEs both thin 
the lithosphere, leading to the recycling of basalt into the mantle 
and an efficient mantle cooling. Furthermore, a depleted mantle 
allows the formation of little melt and therefore tends to warm up, 
whereas a re-fertilized mantle can continuously melt and keep cool-
ing down efficiently.

Our results also emphasize the fundamental importance of melt-
ing, crust production, the recycling of compositional heterogene-
ities in the mantle and the partitioning of HPEs into the melt phase. 
Purely thermal studies, which neglect these compositional effects, 
can lead to unrealistic results and non-events such as the Earth’s 
Archaean thermal catastrophe43. We demonstrate here that crustal 
recycling, controlled by the mode of magmatism and the partition-
ing of HPEs, is a process as important as what boundary layer the-
ory based on pure thermal convection has been dictating over the 
last decades. Crustal recycling could be relatively simple to take into 
account in zero-dimensional parameterized studies of planet evolu-
tion15, by increasing the diffusive heat flow and not assuming that 
all of the erupted basalt can be stored in the lithosphere. The present 

work could be used in such studies to calibrate surface heat flows 
and internal depletion. Our work has further implications for the 
surface conditions, outgassing and atmospheric evolution of rocky 
bodies such as extra-solar terrestrial planets, for which there is an 
active debate about their interior and tectonic states44–48. Outgassing 
and volatile recycling are strongly affected by the intrusive/extru-
sive balance. Higher gravity causes a rapid increase of pressure with 
depth, suppressing decompression melting, thus leading to a higher 
mantle temperature. Crustal thicknesses should also decrease due 
to the shallower depth of eclogitization, which may result in an 
increase in eruption efficiency due to the absence of a thick low-vis-
cosity lower crust39. As a result of these, the active tectonic regimes, 
crustal recycling, degassing and conditions for the onset of plate tec-
tonics on super-Earths44–46 may notably differ from those on Earth, 
requiring further investigation along the lines presented here.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any asso-
ciated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41561-018-0094-8.
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Methods
Numerical modelling of thermochemical convection. Here, we perform 
simulations of thermochemical compressible mantle convection using the code 
StagYY26 in a two-dimensional spherical annulus27. StagYY uses a finite-volume 
discretization of the governing compressible anelastic equations for conservation 
of mass, momentum and energy1. Tracers are used to track composition and heat-
producing elements (HPEs), and to allow for the treatment of partial melting and 
crustal formation. A direct solver is employed to obtain a solution of the Stokes 
and continuity equations, using the PETSc toolkit49. The heat equation is solved in 
two steps: advection is performed using the MPDATA scheme and diffusion is then 
solved implicitly using a PETSc solver. Free-slip boundary conditions are employed 
at the surface and core–mantle boundary to address the thermochemical evolution 
of an Earth-like planet over 4.5 billion years. The temperature at the surface is 
fixed to 300 K. Core cooling is assumed50–52. The domain is decomposed into 512 
(laterally) by 64 (radially) cells, in which around one million tracers are advected.

A parameterization based on mineral physics data53,54 is included in the 
model, dividing minerals into the olivine and pyroxene–garnet systems, which 
undergo different solid–solid phase transitions, as used in previous studies13,55. The 
mixture of minerals depends on the chemical composition, which varies between 
two endmembers: basalt (pure pyroxene–garnet) and harzburgite (75% olivine). 
As in previous studies13,17,55, changes in composition arise from melt-induced 
differentiation. At each time step, the temperature in each cell is compared to the 
solidus temperature, which is a function that fits experimental data for the upper56 
and the lower mantle57. If the temperature in a specific cell exceeds the solidus, 
then enough melt is generated to bring the temperature back to solidus, leaving a 
more depleted residue behind depending on the degree of melt generated. Melting 
can occur only if the material is not completely depleted. The solidus temperature 
increases by 60 K with depletion, from pyrolite to harzburgite. The generated 
melt is then emplaced in the form of extrusive volcanics or intrusive plutons, 
in a predefined proportion. This proportion is kept constant throughout each 
simulation, and can be written as:

= −EE(%) 100 IE(%)

where EE is the extrusion efficiency and IE is the intrusion efficiency. It is assumed 
that the percolation of melt through the solid is much faster than convection58. 
Thus, part of the shallow melt is instantly removed and extruded to the surface to 
form oceanic crust with the surface temperature, while the rest is intruded at the 
base of the crust59. An important difference between these two modes is that the 
extruded magma loses the heat it carries to the atmosphere, while the intruded one 
carries its heat to the place where it is emplaced.

The density is computed as the sum of pressure, thermal and compositional 
effects. Pressure is taken into account using a third-order Birch–Murnaghan 
equation of state47. Diffusion creep, with the assumption of homogeneous grain 
size, is the assumed viscous deformation mechanism. It follows a temperature- and 
pressure-dependent Arrhenius law:

η η= − −
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RT
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RT
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where η0 is the reference viscosity at zero pressure and reference temperature T0 
(equal to 1,600 K), E is the activation energy, p is the pressure, V is the activation 
volume, T is the absolute temperature and R is the gas constant. Different values 
for E and V are used for the upper and lower mantle60,61. Three sets of simulations 
are presented in this work, portraying three different reference viscosity values , 
1020, 3 ×  1020 and 1021 Pa s. It is assumed that the material deforms plastically after 
reaching a yield stress, σy, defined as:

σ σ σ= + ′ py duct duct

where σduct is the surface ductile yield stress and σ′duct is the vertical gradient of the 
ductile yield stress. In practice, this last parameter prevents yielding in the deep 
mantle. The parameter with the greatest influence in the previous equation is σduct. 
In the present simulations, it is set to a very high value 300 MPa, to avoid yielding 
(subduction). The effective viscosity, combining diffusion creep and plastic 
yielding, is given by:
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where ε∘ is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor. The viscosity is not directly 
dependent on melt fraction or composition. A viscosity jump factor of 10 is 
imposed at the transition between the upper and lower mantle62. A second viscosity 
jump factor of 10−3 (compared with the above material) is imposed at the transition 
to post-perovskite at the lowermost mantle depths, as suggested by mineral physics 
experiments and theoretical calculations63.

The initial potential temperature in the simulations presented in this work 
is 1,917 K, an adequate initial state on the Earth’s evolution starting from the 
Precambrian64. Due to the higher temperature in the planet’s mantle and due to 

intrusion, pockets of high melt fraction are expected. Largely molten silicates have 
very low viscosities, on the order of ηliq-sil ≈  0.1 −  100 Pa s (ref. 65). Due to the low 
viscosity, the Rayleigh number is expected to be very high, leading to very efficient 
cooling. To simulate this fast cooling in the modelled (geological) timescales, an 
effective thermal conductivity method is employed for high fractions of magma. 
We parameterize the heat flux, Jq, as done in other studies65:
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where k is the thermal conductivity, kh is the effective thermal conductivity,  
(∂ T/∂ r)s is the adiabatic temperature gradient and r is the radius. kh is a function of 
the melt fraction, and its value is 105 W (mK)−1 for melt fractions higher than 60%, 
negligible (~0) when melt fractions are lower than 20%, and a hyperbolic tangent 
step function in-between the values of ~0 and 105 W (mK)−1 for melt fractions 
in-between 20% and 60%. This smooth step function reflects the fact that when 
the melt fraction in a partially molten rock is higher than a certain critical value, 
generally taken as around 40%, solid particles are disconnected and the viscosity 
is controlled by that of the melt65–67. In practice, kh implies that low-viscosity high-
melt-fraction molten rocks transport heat five orders of magnitude faster than solid 
rock, as the maximum value of kh is 105 W (mK)−1, and k, the thermal conductivity 
of a lithospheric solid rock, is typically a value of around 3 W (mK)−1.

For more information about the model and values used for the standard 
physical parameters, see ref. 17, and references therein, on which the model used in 
this study is based. For more details on the code StagYY, see ref. 26.

Code availability. The convection code StagYY is the property of P.J.T. and 
Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (ETH), and is available for 
collaborative studies from P.J.T. (paul.tackley@erdw.ethz.ch).

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available 
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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